ARCOR
E P O X Y

T E C H N O L O G I E S

Technology In The Right Place—At The Right Time

Knowledge

ARCOR’s time-tested,
knowledge-based
track record remains
unparalleled globally

ARCOR® Leads the Way
ARCOR® is the proven pioneer in the
development and application of
epoxy-based systems—recognized
worldwide as leaders in the epoxy
industry since 1982.
ARCOR maintains its “best-of-market”
product position in two ways:
1) Our chemists have a direct,
“open-information exchange” with
our supplier’s chemists globally. This
unique working relationship helps
ARCOR to apply and perfect product
innovations before the competition.
2) Our product formulation team works
in the field monitoring product applications, and later, in the lab—refining for
performance, ease of use, and actual
field conditions.
Our knowledgable application crews
treat each project with a singular
focus—solving your existing problem
and preventing future problems.
The formula has always been simple:
The Most Knowledge +
The Highest Level of Performance +
The Latest Innovations =

The Best Results.

www.ArcorEpoxy.com

Performance

ARCOR’s experienced
field crews take great
pride in solving difficult
problems on site—
whatever the project size.

ARCOR® on the Job
No two field projects are alike.
ARCOR® takes great pride in finding
customized solutions for each new
problem, no matter what the scale.
ARCOR is a leading provider of
industrial restorative technologies
used in a broad range of components
and environments:
■
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■
■
■
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Cooling/Service Water Systems
Tank Internals
Secondary Containments
Hi-Wear Systems
Pump and Pipe Internals
Salt water—Demin water
Acids—Caustics
Organic—Inorganic Solvents
High Temperature
Flex—Expansion

Years of extensive field experience
combined with leading edge
technologies in products and applications have made ARCOR industry’s
first choice in epoxy solutions.

www.ArcorEpoxy.com

Innovation

ARCOR is commited to
utilizing the highest
state-of-the-industry
standards in both
products & applications.

ARCOR® Products Work
ARCOR® products are among the
most advanced group of epoxy-based
systems on today’s market.
ARCOR is a leading designer and
manufacturer of specialty epoxy
coatings.This insures the stringent
quality control standards necessary
to provide superior performance in
today’s highly aggressive industrial
environments.
Our network of chemists, engineers
and industry specialists provide us
with timely information needed to
solve critical problems in the
ever-evolving world of epoxy systems.
.
ARCOR is also an innovator in field
installation and application—having
pioneered the large scale spray application of 100% solids epoxy coatings.
ARCOR has been, and will continue to
be, committed to the development of
environmentally friendly products and
application procedures—with an eye
toward protecting our future.
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ARCOR® is the proven pioneer in
the development and application of
epoxy-based systems—recognized
worldwide as leaders in the epoxy
industry since 1982.
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Contact ARCOR:

